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Transgenic mice for intersectional targeting of neural sensors and effectors with high specificity and performance
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Summary

An increasingly powerful approach for studying brain circuits relies on targeting genetically encoded sensors and effectors to specific cell types. However, current approaches for this are still limited in functionality and specificity. Here we utilize several intersectional strategies to generate multiple transgenic mouse lines expressing high levels of novel genetic tools with high specificity.
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which allowed the generation of a large set of Cre/tTA dependent reporter lines expressing fluorescent proteins, genetically encoded calcium, voltage, or glutamate indicators, and optogenetic effectors, all at substantially higher levels than before. High functionality was shown in example mouse lines for GCaMP6, YCX2.60, VSFP Butterfly 1.2, and Jaws. These novel transgenic lines greatly expand the ability to monitor and manipulate neuronal activities with increased specificity.

Introduction

The brain comprises a large number of neuronal and non-neuronal cell types, whose connections and interactions are fundamental to its function. To observe and manipulate their activities selectively, the best available approach is genetic targeting of protein-based sensors and effectors to specific cell types (Huang and Zeng, 2013). In mice, the Cre/lox recombination system is the most widely used approach to access specific cell types, utilizing gene promoters or loci with specific expression patterns (Gerfen et al., 2013; Gong et al., 2007; Madisen et al., 2010; Taniguchi et al., 2011). However, cell populations defined by Cre driver lines are often heterogeneous, encompassing multiple brain regions and/or multiple cell types (Harris et al., 2014). Fundamentally, cell types are rarely defined by single genes, but rather by intersectional expression of multiple genes. Thus, it is imperative to develop intersectional genetic targeting approaches, combining regulatory elements from two or more genes to increase specificity of transgene expression. Important efforts have been made to develop transgenic intersectional approaches, most successfully with the combination of Cre and Flp site specific recombinases (SSRs) (Dymecki and Kim, 2007; Dymecki et al., 2010; Kranz et al., 2010; Ray et al., 2011; Robertson et al., 2013). However, thus far, intersectional approaches have not been widely used in functional studies, due to the limited number of validated transgenic tools available.

The ongoing development of increasingly effective sensors and effectors offers extraordinary opportunities for studies of neuronal interactions and functions (Fenno et al., 2011; Huang and Zeng, 2013; Knopfel, 2012). One issue with the practical utility of these tools is that they require high-level expression in cell populations of interest. Such high levels of expression can be obtained with techniques that result in high transgene copy numbers in individual cells, such as in utero electroporation and adeno-associated virus (AAV) infection. However, these approaches have limitations, including invasive surgical delivery, incomplete coverage of the desired cell population, variable levels of expression in different cells, and, in the case of viruses, potential cytotoxicity associated with long-term viral infection and/or uncontrolled gene expression.

Transgenic mouse lines that express high and heritable patterns of genetic tools in specific cell populations provide an alternative that can overcome at least some of these limitations (Zeng and Madisen, 2012; Zhao et al., 2011). We previously establish a standardized Cre-reporter system in which transgene expression was driven by a strong, ubiquitous CAG promoter targeted to the Rosa26 locus (Madisen et al., 2010; Muzumdar et al., 2007), expressing fluorescent proteins, calcium sensor GCaMP3, and optogenetic activator ChR2(H134R) and silencers Arch and eNpHR3.0 (Madisen et al., 2012; Madisen et al.,
Although proved useful in many applications (Ackman et al., 2012; Haddad et al., 2013; Issa et al., 2014; Jackman et al., 2014; Kheirbek et al., 2013; Lee et al., 2014; Nguyen-Vu et al., 2013; Pi et al., 2013), we and others have also identified limitations in the sensitivity or functionality of these reporters in other situations.

Currently the only transgenic mouse approach demonstrated to reliably achieve AAV-like high-level expression is the use of the Thy1.2 promoter in randomly integrated transgenes (Arenkiel et al., 2007; Dana et al., 2014; Feng et al., 2000; Zhao et al., 2008), presumably with multiple copies at the insertion site. Although powerful in driving tool gene expression, this approach also has drawbacks. Expression of transgenes driven by the Thy1.2 promoter is strongly position dependent, necessitating a screen of multiple founder lines to find potentially useful ones. Furthermore, adding Cre-dependent control, e.g. a floxed-stop cassette, to a multi-copy transgene is problematic because Cre could then induce recombination both within and between the different copies, resulting in reduced transgene copy numbers and variability of transgene expression among different cells.

We therefore undertook a systematic evaluation of multiple approaches aiming at more specific and more robust transgene expression. To complement existing Cre driver lines, we focused on the intersection of Cre with another recombinase or with a transcriptional activator. In addition, we built and validated a new docking site in a permissive genomic locus, the TIGRE locus (Zeng et al., 2008), which supports repeated targeting. By introducing a tTA-based transcriptional amplification approach to the TIGRE locus, all reporter lines doubly regulated by Cre and tTA drove robust expression of sensors and effectors at levels substantially higher than those in comparable Rosa-CAG based reporters. Functional characterization of lines carrying representative optical tools under Cre and tTA control demonstrates their enhanced efficiency for studies of neuronal activity, both in vitro and in vivo.

Results

In our effort to improve upon current strategies for cell type-specific transgene expression, we explored three strategies for intersectional control: (1) reporter expression that depends on two independent SSRs from the ubiquitous Rosa26 locus, (2) Cre-dependent reporter expression from an endogenous locus targeted because of its cell type-specific expression pattern, (3) reporter expression dependent on Cre and the transcriptional transactivator tTA from another ubiquitous genomic locus, TIGRE. Since the third strategy resulted in the most strongly enhanced transgene expression, we created a series of TIGRE reporter lines that show high-level expression of novel calcium, voltage and glutamate sensors and optogenetic effectors. The complete list of new intersectional transgenic mouse lines and AAVs introduced in this paper (17 reporter lines, 4 driver lines and 10 AAVs) is shown in Table 1. All other previously published mouse lines used in this study are listed in Table S1.

Dual-recombinase intersectional strategies for transgene regulation increase specificity

An intersectional approach that has proven useful in transgenic studies is to use both Cre and Flp, expressed from separate driver lines using distinct regulatory sequences, to turn on a doubly controlled reporter allele (Dymecki et al., 2010). To incorporate this into our Rosa-
CAG reporter system (Madisen et al., 2010) and to test additional recombinases such as Dre (Anastassiadis et al., 2009; Sauer and McDermott, 2004), we generated Cre/Flp or Cre/Dre double-dependent reporters, the Ai65(RCFL-tdT) line which contains FRT-stop-FRT (FRT: Flp recognition site) and LoxP-stop-LoxP double cassettes in front of tdTomato, and the Ai66(RCRL-tdT) line containing Rox-stop-Rox (Rox: Dre recognition site) and LoxP-stop-LoxP double cassettes (Fig. 1A). We also generated driver lines expressing these recombinases in the Pvalb gene locus, Pvalb-2A-Flpe (Buchholz et al., 1998), Pvalb-2A-Flpo (Raymond and Soriano, 2007) and Pvalb-2A-Dre, through recombinase-mediated cassette exchange (RMCE) into our originally targeted Pvalb-2A-Cre line (Fig. S1A). To evaluate the recombination efficiency and specificity, we generated triple transgenic (Tg) mice whose genealogy included a pan-GABAergic Cre line Slc32a1-IRES-Cre (Slc32a1 is also known as VGAT, a GABA vesicular transporter), one of the Pvalb-SSR lines, and Ai65 or Ai66 reporter.

Cre and Flp (both Pvalb-2A-Flpe and Pvalb-2A-Flpo) efficiently restricted transgene expression to cell populations with overlapping patterns of driver expression. In the Slc32a1-IRES-Cre;Pvalb-2A-Flpo;Ai65(RCFL-tdT) triple Tg mouse, tdTomato expression was observed in a subset of cells in multiple areas, consistent with Slc32a1+/Pvalb+ expression pattern (Fig. 1B). Reporter expression depended strictly on the presence of both Cre and Flp drivers (Fig. S2A). Importantly, these triple Tg mice showed higher selectivity in expression than double Tg, Pvalb-2A-Cre;Ai14 mice, where Ai14 is a Rosa-CAG based tdTomato reporter line (Madisen et al., 2010). In those mice, but not in the triple Tg mice, we found expression in cortical layer 5 pyramidal neurons and other non-interneuron cells, presumably arising from low-level or transient expression of the Pvalb gene (Fig. S2B, C). Thus, the intersectional approach depending on two drivers provides increased specificity for targeting Pvalb+ GABAergic neurons.

We also combined Cre and Dre to produce an effective intersectional approach in Slc32a1-IRES-Cre;Pvalb-2A-Dre;Ai66(RCRL-tdT) triple Tg mice (Fig. S3A). Control mice lacking Cre showed no reporter expression, but occasional tdTomato positive cells in Cre+/Dre-/Ai66+ mice were observed. To further evaluate the Cre/Dre intersection, we generated another Dre-driver line, Nr4a2-SA-IRES-Dre (Nr4a2 is also known as Nurr1, a nuclear receptor with expression in dopamine neurons and in claustrum), and crossed it with Emx1-IRES-Cre and Ai66. The resulting triple Tg mice showed specific, dense expression in claustrum and endopiriform nucleus (Fig. 1C), consistent with adult brain areas known to express both Emx1 and Nr4a2. Again, we observed no reporter expression in the absence of Cre but did detect sparse tdTomato positive cells in Cre+/Dre-/Ai66+ mice (Fig. S3B). This result suggests that while Dre specifically recombines Rox sites over Lox sites, Cre is slightly promiscuous towards Rox sites.

To complement our transgenic lines that incorporate dual recombinase control, we also generated a set of recombinant AAVs expressing Cre, Flpe, Flpo and Dre drivers, as well as Cre/Flp and Cre/Dre doubly-regulated reporters (Fig. S4A-D). Consistent with previous reports (Fenno et al., 2014; Kranz et al., 2010), AAV-Flpo and AAV-Dre induced recombination comparable to AAV-Cre, whereas the recombination efficiency of AAV-Flpe was significantly lower. Flp and Dre viruses exhibited high specificity for FRT and Rox.
sites, respectively, whereas AAV-Cre recombined Rox sites at low frequency, with recombination most prevalent at the injection site, indicating increased promiscuity with high levels of Cre.

**Direct neuronally restricted reporter gene expression**

To determine whether a simple intersectional strategy could restrict Cre-induced reporter expression to a specific cell type, we took advantage of the *Snap25* gene. *Snap25* encodes a synaptosome associated protein. It is pan-neuronal and is among the most highly transcribed genes in the brain based on microarray data analysis (data not shown). We generated a Snap25-LSL-2A-GFP knock-in line, where a floxed-stop cassette and T2A-linked EGFP reporter gene is targeted to the stop codon of *Snap25* (Fig. 1D). We then assessed fluorescent reporter expression in double Tg mice containing Cre drivers, Nxp4-2A-CreERT2 or Trib2-2A-CreERT2, crossed to either Ai14 or Snap25-LSL-2A-GFP reporters. In both sets of animals crossed to Ai14, we found both neuronal and non-neuronal expression (Fig. 1D, left). In Nxp4-2A-CreERT2;Ai14 (*Nxp4* is neurexophilin 4), we observed sparse cortical layer 6b expression, but also significant expression in small, possibly glial cells. Likewise, in Trib2-2A-CreERT2;Ai14 (*Trib2* is tribbles homolog 2) we saw enriched expression in layer 5a cortical neurons, but also strong and widespread fluorescence in vasculature. When crossed to Snap25-LSL-2A-GFP, however, EGFP expression in both lines was restricted to neurons, thereby increasing uniformity in the labeled cell populations (Fig. 1D, right). Snap25-LSL-2A-GFP also showed stronger GFP fluorescence than the Rosa-CAG based Ai3-EYFP reporter (Madisen et al., 2010) (data not shown).

The pan-neuronal expression strategy can also be employed to restrict the functionality of other genetic tools to facilitate more precise observation or manipulation of cell populations. To this end, we generated a Snap25-2A-GCaMP6s knock-in line, which expresses a calcium indicator GCaMP6s (Chen et al., 2013) pan-neuronally and independently of any driver line (Table 1). This line can be used to monitor neuronal calcium activity throughout the brain (Michael Crair and H.Z., unpublished results) while being readily combined with Cre or another driver dependent, cell-type-specific genetic manipulation.

**Cre/tTA dependent reporters targeted to the TIGRE locus are more highly expressed than Rosa-CAG reporters**

The tetracycline (Tet)-regulated expression system has been used in mice for inducible expression of genes from the TRE (tetracycline response element, also called tetO) promoter in response to tTA (Tet-Off) or rTA (Tet-On) activation (Garner et al., 2012; Gossen and Bujard, 1992; Mayford et al., 1996; Reijmers et al., 2007; Urlinger et al., 2000). Previous work showed that TRE-driven genes targeted (via a retrovirus) to the mouse TIGRE locus, situated on Chromosome 9 between the *AB124611* (HIDE1) and *Carml* loci, could be expressed in most tissues in the presence of tTA (Zeng et al., 2008). However, targeting of TRE driven transgenic cassette to the Rosa26 locus resulted in silencing or mosaicism of the transgene expression (Tasic et al., 2012). To determine if tTA/TRE can drive high-level expression in a defined locus, we created an expression platform in the TIGRE locus by
homologous recombination. To establish feasibility, we first generated a tdTomato reporter allele, whose expression depends on both activation of the TRE promoter and Cre recombinase activity (Fig. 2A). To prevent undesirable interactions with nearby chromatin, we flanked the reporter allele with two copies of the chicken β-globin HS4 insulator element (Chung et al., 1997; Gaszner and Felsenfeld, 2006) on each side. We named this new reporter line Ai62(TITL-tdT), to represent the TIGRE-Insulators-TRE promoter-LSL-tdTomato components.

To compare Ai62 with Ai14, we generated a series of double and triple Tg mice containing tdTomato, Cre and/or tTA expressing alleles and evaluated native fluorescence in brain sections (Fig. 2B). We used three different tTA lines with our TIGRE mice: Camk2a-tTA (Mayford et al., 1996), ROSA:LNL:tTA (Wang et al., 2008), and ROSA26-ZtTA (Li et al., 2010) (Table S1), to test if their varying tTA expression levels would influence the amount of reporter produced. Camk2a-tTA is restricted to forebrain excitatory neurons and striatal medium spiny neurons. The other two TTA lines are both targeted to the Rosa26 locus and contain floxed-stop cassettes, and are thus presumed to have Cre-dependent ubiquitous expression. For a common Cre line we used Nr5a1-Cre, which drives specific expression in cortical layer 4 neurons.

We observed robust tdTomato fluorescence in cortical layer 4 cells in all types of mice (Fig. 2B). However the fluorescence levels are different: lowest in Nr5a1-Cre;Ai14, followed by Nr5a1-Cre;ROSA:LNL:tTA;Ai62(TITL-tdT), then by Nr5a1-Cre;ROSA26-ZtTA;Ai62(TITL-tdT), and finally by Nr5a1-Cre;Camk2a-tTA;Ai62(TITL-tdT).

We tested specificity of expression of the TIGRE reporter Ai62 by generating mice that lacked either Cre or tTA. In these mice we did not detect any fluorescence except for very weak fluorescence detected with Camk2a-tTA only. These results indicate that the Ai62 TIGRE reporter is tightly regulated (Fig. 2C). Interestingly, we found that inclusion of the chromatin insulators is essential for high-level reporter expression, as a TIGRE reporter allele that lacks these insulators is poorly expressed in similar triple Tg animals (Fig. 2D). The above comparison indicates that the TIGRE-targeted reporter is advantageous over Rosa26-CAG reporter in more robust transgene expression and the potential for additional specificity mediated through restricted tTA expression.

The new TIGRE allele differs from the Rosa26 allele in three key aspects: genomic location, use of the TRE promoter instead of the CAG promoter, and the flanking insulators. To begin to define which of these features contribute to the higher level of transgene expression apparent in Ai62 mice, we compared the expression of a pCAG-LSL-EGFP cassette that was targeted either to the TIGRE locus (with insulators) or to the Rosa26 locus (without insulators) in mouse ES cells (Fig. S6). Following transient transfection of Cre into targeted ES clones to delete the stop cassettes, FACS analysis of two independent clones with each targeted locus showed comparable levels of EGFP fluorescence in all. Thus, we conclude that the difference in expression levels between Rosa26 and TIGRE mice is not simply due...
to the genomic location and the insulators, rather it is more likely the result of the tTA/TRE-mediated transcriptional amplification (Iyer et al., 2001).

In addition to the transgenic reporter, we also generated AAV vectors to test the feasibility of Cre/tTA-and Cre/FloptTTA-dependent regulation of virally-encoded intersectional drivers and reporters. All reporters demonstrated the expected specificity of expression when paired with double or triple drivers, thereby further expanding the repertoire of viral tools that can be used for highly specific and versatile genetic control (Fig. S4E-G).

New TIGRE reporter lines with strong expression of sensors and effectors

Based on the enhanced expression in Ai62, we proceeded to generate a series of TIGRE reporter lines carrying a variety of fluorescent sensors and optogenetic effectors (Table 1). This process was facilitated by our initial targeting strategy, which allows for subsequent rapid modification of the locus by RMCE (Fig. S1B). In parallel, we generated Rosa26-based reporter lines for some of the same genes, including calcium indicators GCaMP6f and GCaMP6s (Chen et al., 2013), voltage indicator VSFP-Butterfly 1.2 (VSFPB) (Aekemann et al., 2012), glutamate sensor iGluSnFR (Marvin et al., 2013), and red-light optogenetic inhibitor Jaws (Chuong et al., 2014), for further direct comparison between the Rosa-CAG and TIGRE-TRE expression systems.

We evaluated native fluorescence expression by confocal microscopy using identical imaging parameters for pairs of age-matched reporter mice crossed to the same Cre lines (Fig. 3). Although the fluorescence level varies among different proteins, in all cases the same protein was more highly expressed from the TIGRE allele than from the Rosa26 allele. In addition, GCaMP6s expression in the TIGRE allele Ai94 was not only stronger than the Rosa-CAG allele Ai96 (Fig. 3B), but also stronger than the Snap25-2A-GCaMP6s line which, like Ai96, showed no basal level fluorescence (data not shown).

We observed strong expression of reporter transgenes when combining TIGRE alleles with a variety of Cre drivers and either Camk2a-tTA or ROSA26-ZtTA (Fig. 4). The EGFP reporter line (Ai82) exhibited superior cytoplasmic labeling (Fig. 4A) over previous Rosa-CAG reporter Ai3 (Madisen et al., 2010) and Snap25-LSL-2A-GFP (Fig. 1D). We saw strong expression and proper localization to the plasma membrane in lines expressing membrane proteins VSFPB (Ai78, Fig. 4B) and Jaws (Ai79, Fig. 4F). The calcium indicator YCX2.60 (Ai92, Fig. 4C) also displayed strong expression in both excitatory neurons and inhibitory interneurons. Likewise, cytoplasmic GCaMP6f (Ai93, Fig. 4D) and GCaMP6s (Ai94, Fig. 4E) were readily seen in cortical layer 4 and layer 2/3 excitatory neurons. In particular, long-term, sustained expression of GCaMP6f in the Ai93 brain did not result in nuclear invasion (Fig. 4G). This result contrasts the common observation associated with viral infection of GCaMP where transgene expression continues to rise and leads to unhealthy cells whose nuclei become filled with fluorescence within weeks. Thus, these stable transgenic lines may allow longer-term repeated experimentation within the same animal. Nonetheless, animals expressing these engineering proteins should still be used cautiously and monitored for possible unexpected adverse effects.
To further compare gene expression patterns in Rosa26 and TIGRE reporter lines, we evaluated mRNA expression in multiple lines by in situ hybridization (ISH) (Fig. S7). All lines examined exhibited widespread and high-density expression in cortex when under the control of Emx1-IRES-Cre alone (for Rosa26 lines), or in combination with Camk2a-tTA or ROSA26-ZtTA (for TIGRE lines) (Fig. S7A). There was no significant difference in the numbers of expressing cells either between different lines or across ages. When regulated by some more specific Cre drivers, however, we found that although general expression patterns are similar between Rosa26 and TIGRE reporters, variations can occur depending on which tTA line is used for activation, with ROSA26-ZtTA tending to drive expression in fewer cells compared to Ai14, especially in subcortical regions (Fig. S7B-D). These findings indicate that the interplay between Cre, tTA and reporter alleles among different cells in different mouse lines may not always be predictable, thus reporter expression needs to be carefully assessed in new lines to ensure their applicability.

Imaging of membrane voltage in TIGRE-VSFPB mice

To evaluate the TIGRE lines in functional measurements of neural activity, we tested transgenic line Ai78, which delivers a highly sensitive, genetically encoded voltage indicator (GEVI), VSFP-Butterfly 1.2 (Akemann et al., 2012). VSFP-Butterfly 1.2 yields strong voltage signals in mouse sensory cortex, both under anesthesia and in wakefulness (Akemann et al., 2012; Carandini et al., 2015; Scott et al., 2014). It exhibits voltage-dependent Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET) between a pair of green and red fluorophores: mCitrine (donor) and mKate2 (acceptor). By imaging both fluorophores and taking the ratio of their fluorescence, one can obtain a good estimate of the underlying membrane voltage.

To study the functionality of the indicator in vitro, we imaged hippocampal slices from triple Tg mice Rasgrf2-2A-dCre;Camk2a-tTA;Ai78(TITL-VSFPB), which express the VSFP in the dentate granule cells of the hippocampus (Fig. S8A). In these slices, a single shock to the perforant path evoked robust VSFP responses imaged over the dendritic field of dentate granule cells (Fig. S8B). These responses could be observed both as increased acceptor signals and as decreased donor signals (Akemann et al., 2012). We readily resolved VSFP transients above baseline noise in single sweeps (amplitude ~3-4× baseline noise, not shown). Multiple stimulations (5×) at 100 Hz increased the VSFP response amplitude. The increase was sub-linear, consistent with the temporal summation and well-known frequency dependent depression of the synapses from medial perforant path to dentate granule cells (Petersen et al., 2013).

To address how well the indicator functions in vivo, we imaged a large portion of cerebral cortex on the left hemisphere (Fig. 5A) of triple Tg mice Rasgrf2-2A-dCre;Camk2a-tTA;Ai78(TITL-VSFPB), where layer 2/3 pyramidal cells express the VSFP (Fig. 4B). The cortex exhibited approximately uniform expression (Fig. 5B, apparent variations in brightness are due largely to inhomogeneous illumination; see also Fig. S8C). This wide pattern of expression allowed us to image distinct sensory regions responsive to somatosensory, visual, or auditory stimuli in head-fixed, awake mice (Fig. 5C). Showing visual stimuli in different horizontal and vertical positions (Fig. 5D, F) allowed us to obtain
maps of retinotopy covering multiple visual areas (Fig. 5E, G), including V1, LM, and AL (Wang and Burkhalter, 2007). Presenting tones of different frequencies (Fig. 5H) yielded maps of tonotopy in at least two auditory areas (A1 and AAF) (Hackett et al., 2011) (Fig. 5I).

To measure signal/noise (S/N) ratios of voltage signals, we drove specific regions of sensory cortex with a periodic stimulus, making their activity oscillate. We then imaged this oscillating activity, and divided the amplitude of the oscillation observed during stimulation with that observed in the absence of stimuli (Benucci et al., 2007). In response to optimally placed visual stimuli, visual cortex gave S/N ratios of 11.8 in the example mouse (Fig. 5J), and similar values in five other mice (S/N = 12.1 ± 2.7 SEM). S/N ratios in these triple Tg mice were not statistically different (p = 0.05, Mann-Whitney test) from those seen in mice that expressed VSFP-Butterfly 1.2 following successful in utero electroporation (S/N = 5.54 ± 0.44, n = 3 mice) (Carandini et al., 2015).

Visual cortex responded faithfully to the visual stimuli, following the 4 Hz neural oscillations caused by reversals in visual contrast (Fig. 5J). Visual cortex, however, also responded to the onset of air puffs, whether they were delivered towards the whiskers (Fig. 5K) or away from them (Fig. 5L), indicating that these responses were due to the sound of the air puffs, and specifically by the first puff in the train. Such cross-modal interactions have been described previously (Iurilli et al., 2012), and in our data may be compounded by occasional blinks. In contrast, somatosensory cortex responded only to the air puffs delivered to the whiskers (Fig. 5N), and not to visual stimuli or to the sounds of the air puffs (Fig. 5M, O). Finally, auditory cortex responded approximately equally to air puffs, whether they were delivered towards or away from the whiskers (Fig. 5Q, R), and did not respond to visual stimuli (Fig. 5P). These data indicate that VSFPB expressed by the Ai78 reporter is sufficiently sensitive to reliably and specifically record the membrane potential of neuronal populations, with fine temporal resolution.

**In vivo recording of calcium signals in GCaMP6f and YCX2.60 mice**

GCaMP6 variants constitute the latest generation of genetically encoded calcium indicators (GECIs) (Chen et al., 2013) with fundamentally improved sensitivity and performance over previous generations, e.g. GCaMP3 and GCaMP5. We conducted in vivo two-photon imaging (Andermann et al., 2011; Bonin et al., 2011) through a cranial window over visual cortex in head-fixed, running GCaMP6 reporter mice, and were able to simultaneously image hundreds of neurons relatively deep in the cortex (~300 μm below the pia surface, corresponding to visual cortical layer 4). Stimuli consisted of drifting sinusoidal gratings of 5 spatial frequencies (SF), 5 temporal frequencies (TF), and 8 orientations (0° to 315° in 45° steps). In Scnn1a-Tg3-Cre;Camk2a-tTA;Ai93(TITL-GCaMP6f) triple Tg mice (Fig. 6A-C), GCaMP6f-labeled layer 4 neurons exhibited low baseline fluorescence in vivo (Fig. 6A), while visual stimuli evoked responses with ΔF/F reaching 500% or higher (Fig. 6A-C). Visual responses selective for various orientations, SFs and TFs can be seen in different neurons (an example shown in Fig. 6C).

Because of the low GCaMP6f fluorescence from the Rosa-CAG based Ai95 line (Fig. 3A), we investigated whether Ai95 would still allow effective calcium imaging in comparison
with Ai93. We measured neural activity from Ai95 and Ai93 under control of the pan-cortical driver Emx1-IRES-Cre, i.e. in Emx1-IRES-Cre;Ai95(RCL-GCaMP6f) (Fig. 6D) and Emx1-IRES-Cre;Camk2a-tTA;Ai93(TITL-GCaMP6f) (Fig. 6E) mice. In both types of mice, robust fluorescent signal changes indicating neuronal activities were observed, however, signals were stronger in Ai93 than in Ai95 mice (compare bottom panels in Fig. 6D and 6E). Additionally, the number of active neurons observable was significantly lower in Ai95 mice compared to Ai93 mice, especially deeper into the tissue (Fig. 6F and Movies S1-S4). Two-way ANOVA revealed a significant difference between genotypes, but not by depths and with no interaction (cells at 120-μm depth: Ai95 35 ± 5, Ai93 102 ± 18; cells at 300-μm depth: Ai95 18 ± 5, Ai93 129 ± 11, n = 3 mice each, p = 4.6 × 10^{-5} between genotypes). In addition, activity-related signal flashes can also be easily seen in processes corresponding to dendrites and axons in Ai93 mice (Movies S3-S4). These results indicate that GCaMP6f expressed from both Ai95 and Ai93 mice yields signals responding to neuronal activities, but that due to its higher expression level Ai93 may be more capable of detecting weaker neuronal activities.

Ratiometric imaging using FRET-based calcium indicators, such as yellow cameleon (YC) indicators (Horikawa et al., 2010; Nagai et al., 2004; Yamada et al., 2011), is another approach that has the advantage of reduced sensitivity to motion artifacts and essentially permits quantification of calcium concentration levels. YCX2.60, a new version of YC indicator with an expanded dynamic range (Fig. 7A), also displayed strong expression in both excitatory neurons and inhibitory interneurons (Ai92, Fig. 4C). We performed two-photon calcium imaging in layer 2/3 of somatosensory cortex in Rasgrf2-2A-dCre;Camk2a-tTA;Ai92(TITL-YCX2.60) mice, and observed spontaneous and sensory-evoked neuronal activity with high sensitivity (Fig. 7B-D), confirming the functionality of the Ai92 mice.

**Red light-mediated optogenetic inhibition in Jaws mice**

Jaws is the first red light drivable optogenetic inhibitor, engineered from *H. salinarum* (strain Shark) cruxhalorhodopin (Chuong et al., 2014). Compared with other photo-activated inhibitors such as eNpHR3.0, Arch or ArchT, Jaws responds robustly to red light with high sensitivity, large photocurrent and fast kinetics, and thus enables better tissue penetrance and more effective optogenetic silencing of large volumes (Chuong et al., 2014). We compared the performance of a modified trafficking variant of Jaws, Jaws-GFP-ER2, expressed from the Rosa-CAG allele, i.e. Emx1-IRES-Cre;Ai57(RCL-Jaws) mice (simplified as Ai57), and the TIGRE allele, i.e. Emx1-IRES-Cre;Camk2a-tTA;Ai79(TITL-Jaws) mice (simplified as Ai79), via slice and in vivo electrophysiology, using virally expressed Jaws and Arch-expressing mice Ai35 as references (Chuong et al., 2014; Madisen et al., 2012) (Fig. 8).

In brain slices, Jaws-expressing cells showed normal membrane properties (n = 13 cells in Ai57 mice, n = 17 in Ai79, n = 12 in Ai35, Fig. S9A). Red light illumination (632 nm) induced strong hyperpolarizing currents in Jaws-expressing neurons in Ai79 mice and effectively blocked depolarization-induced spiking, whereas the light effect was small to moderate in Ai57 mice (Fig. 8A-C). Photocurrents were comparable between Ai79 and virally expressed Jaws at all irradiance levels tested, but were significantly smaller in Ai57 cells (Fig. 8D, E), consistent with the observation of stronger native fluorescence in Ai79
(Fig. 3D). We also noticed that the Jaws-GFP-ER2 in Ai57 displayed lower protein fluorescence than the Arch-GFP-ER2 in the similar Rosa-CAG allele Ai35 (Fig. S9C), possibly due to different protein properties (see Discussion below), but the low photocurrents generated were similar between the two (Fig. 8D, E and S9B).

Next we assessed Jaws performance in vivo. We conducted extracellular recordings in the primary visual cortex of awake, head-fixed mice using glass pipettes and with a 200-μm optical fiber in place (Chuong et al., 2014). Due to the low photocurrents of Ai35 and Ai57 in slices, only Ai79 was tested in vivo. Ai79 showed strong red light (637 nm) induced suppression of spontaneous neuronal firing (Fig. 8F, G; n = 23 units from 2 mice, n = 3 units showed no change). Light delivery through the fiber tip inhibited neuronal firing in a light intensity-dependent manner in these mice, comparable to the performance of virally-expressed Jaws (Fig. 8H).

**Discussion**

We sought to develop transgenic strategies for intersectional control and to compare performance of these strategies under native conditions in the mouse brain. In addition to striving for high-level and highly specific expression of genetic tools, we aimed to generate standardized expression platforms, in a few defined genomic loci, that would allow rapid modification for future improvements and applications. Such efforts are more laborious and time-consuming than other in vivo approaches, such as random transgenesis or viral infection, but they can provide more definitive evaluations and more consistent platforms for incorporating additional genetic tools and expansion into other cell types.

For example, we observed significant, heritable variation in protein expression among the various sensors and effectors (Figs. 3, 4), despite their having the same configuration within the TIGRE or Rosa26 alleles. We think this variation is most likely due to intrinsic protein properties, as they originate from diverse non-mammalian species. Protein engineering, such as codon optimization and addition of membrane-targeting tags (Gradinaru et al., 2010), is essential for optimizing expression in the mammalian brain. However, since many of the proteins we worked with had already undergone such engineering, the observed variation suggests that intrinsic differences still exist. Therefore expression in mice as a stably-integrated transgene is unpredictable and always needs to be examined experimentally in vivo. Our data indicate that while the Rosa-CAG approach could work well for some proteins with exceptional expressibility and/or functionality, e.g. in Ai14-tdTomato, Ai32-ChR2(H134R) (Madisen et al., 2012) as well as Ai95-GCaMP6f mice, our new TIGRE approach, with its much enhanced gene expression capability via tTA-assisted transcriptional amplification, will allow a wider spectrum of genetic tools to achieve functional levels and/or to perform better in stable transgenic settings. This amplification proves to be significant even in comparison with expression from transgenes targeting one of the brain’s most highly expressed endogenous genes, Snap25.

On the other hand, in our effort to create more cell type-specific tTA driver lines, we found that several knock-in tTA driver lines we made exhibit no or low-level tTA-induced reporter expression (Table S2). This may be because the Tet-regulatory system is prone to epigenetic
silencing (Tasic et al., 2012; Zhu et al., 2007). Further investigation and optimization will be needed to expand the repertoire of tTA drivers to take full advantage of the potential of TIGRE-based reporters. Nevertheless, our work validates the currently available Camk2a-tTA and ROSA26-ZtTA lines as effective components of a TIGRE-based approach in driving robust transgene expression.

We have established the TIGRE locus as a new permissive docking site for insertion of exogenous promoters and transgenes. This is significant since TRE-driven transgene cassettes are often silenced when inserted into the mouse genome randomly or even targeted to specific loci such as Rosa26 (B.T., L.M. and H.Z., unpublished results; see also Li et al., 2010; Tasic et al., 2012; Zhu et al., 2007). Our expression studies also showed that both TRE and CAG promoters worked well in TIGRE, suggesting that this locus can also serve as a docking site for insertion of other promoters and regulatory sequences. This could be particularly useful, for example, for the screening of enhancer elements or promoter variants. To facilitate repeated use of these expression platforms, we have built a cassette exchange mechanism into each, based on reconstitution of a split-hygromycin selectable marker (Fig. S1). By doing so, the swapping of either alternative drivers in targeted lines or new genetic tools in the TIGRE allele becomes a rapid and straightforward process, thereby extending the utility of these systems.

Besides the intersectional strategies already shown here, we also tested additional recombinases B3 and KD and the Gal4/UAS transcriptional activation system, but obtained undesirable outcomes (see Table S2). However, there are still other approaches with unique merits that we have not tested, such as split-Cre (Casanova et al., 2003; Hirrlinger et al., 2009; Wang et al., 2012) or the creation of Flp, Dre or tTA-dependent Cre driver lines, which could be applied to the many existing floxed alleles. Developing these alternative intersectional approaches will further expand our capability in cell type specific control.

The validated transgenic strategies and new transgenic lines reported here will likely benefit a variety of applications. More Flpo, Dre and tTA driver lines can be generated that, in conjunction with Cre driver lines, enable the targeting to highly specific cell types and populations. The dual-driver approaches allow for not only an “A and B” type of intersection, but also for other types of simultaneous differential control, such as “A or B” or “A not B” (Fenno et al., 2014; Huang and Zeng, 2013), when appropriate double reporter mice or viruses are developed. Even the low-level promiscuous recombination of Cre on Rox sites can be used to create extremely sparse labeling of individual cells by combining Rox-stop-Rox reporters with Cre drivers. An issue with using intersectional transgenic strategies is the laborious breeding involved in generating triple Tg mice. We found that both Rosa26 and TIGRE homozygous Tg mice are fertile, and because all these are knock-in alleles, PCR-genotyping methods can be designed to distinguish wild-type, heterozygous and homozygous alleles. So using homozygous alleles and/or double Tg × double Tg breeding schemes will increase breeding efficiency.

The collection of reporter lines should facilitate various ways of observing and manipulating cell type functions, having advantage over viral expressions in large-area, uniform, and long-term monitoring and manipulation of neuronal activities. In particular, stable transgenic
expression of GCaMP6f and GCaMP6s (Ai93-96 and Snap25-2A-GCaMP6s), YCX2.60 (Ai92), VSFPB (Ai78), and iGluSnFR (Ai85, Tim Murphy and H.Z., unpublished results) provides various options of imaging neuronal activity with increased sensitivity, complementing other recently reported transgenic lines PC::G5-tdT (Gee et al., 2014) and Thy1-GCaMP6 (Dana et al., 2014). These examples indicate that the TIGRE platform is suitable for expressing existing or new genetic tools, and thus expanding the arsenal of genetic approaches to further our understanding of diverse biological systems.

**Experimental Procedures**

All experimental procedures related to the use of mice were conducted according to NIH guidelines, the UK Animals Scientific Procedures Act (1986), the guidelines of the Veterinary Office of Switzerland, and the New Zealand Animal Welfare Act (1999). Experiments performed at the Allen Institute were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC) of the Allen Institute for Brain Science. Experiments performed at University College London were under personal and project licenses released by the Home Office following appropriate ethics review. Experiments performed at the University of Zurich were approved by the Cantonal Veterinary Office in Zurich. Additional details of experimental procedures are available in Supplemental Experimental Procedures online.

**Transgenic mice generation and expression characterization**—Transgenic mice were generated by inserting transgene cassettes into endogenous genomic loci via homologous recombination as previously described (Madisen et al., 2010) and, in many cases, subsequent Flp-mediated RMCE. Expression of the reporter genes was assessed by epifluorescence or laser-scanning confocal imaging of native fluorescence (without antibody staining), by FACS of single cell suspensions, or by ISH. All ISH data can be found at the Transgenic Characterization database (http://connectivity.brain-map.org/transgenic/search/basic).

**In vitro and in vivo wide-field voltage imaging**—Hippocampal slice recording was done at room temperature. The dentate gyrus was imaged with a cooled CCD camera. In vivo imaging was done through thinned skull of head fixed animal allowed to move freely on a spherical treadmill. Stimuli were trains of visual, somatosensory, or auditory stimuli, delivered to elicit periodic responses in cortex.

**In vivo two-photon calcium imaging**—In visual cortex imaging experiments, the animal was allowed to move freely on a rotatable disc while head fixed. Visual stimuli consisted of drifting sinusoidal gratings with varying spatial frequencies, temporal frequencies, and orientations. In somatosensory cortex imaging experiments, mice were anesthetized and neuronal responses were measured in layer 2/3 upon mechanical stimulation of the identified principal whisker. Image data were acquired using custom-built two-photon microscopes with resonant and galvo scanners.

**In vitro and in vivo electrophysiology of optogenetic silencing**—In vivo extracellular recordings were conducted in the visual cortex of awake, head-fixed mice using
a glass microelectrode attached with a 200-μm diameter optical fiber that is coupled to a 637-nm laser. Whole-cell patch-clamp recording in slice was carried out at 32°C with added Picrotoxin and kynurenic acid in ACSF to block GABAergic and glutamatergic synaptic transmission. Light pulses were delivered through the objective lens using a 530-nm LED or a 625-nm LED plus a 632±11 nm filter.

Supplementary Material

Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
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Figure 1.
Intersectional strategies using dual recombinases or Cre regulation of a direct neuronally-restricted reporter. (A) Schematic diagram of intersectional control by either Cre/Flp or Cre/Dre recombinases, driven by different promoters (P1 or P2), on a doubly regulated reporter line: the Cre and Flp-dependent Ai65(RCFL-tdT), or the Cre and Dre-dependent Ai66(RCRL-tdT). (B) ISH images of restricted tdTomato expression in Slc32a1+/Pvalb+ GABAergic neurons in the Slc32a1-IRES-Cre;Pvalb-2A-Flpo;Ai65(RCFL-tdT) mouse. CTX, cortex. HPC, hippocampus. STR, striatum. GPe, globus pallidus, external segment. CB, cerebellum. RT, reticular nucleus of the thalamus. (C) ISH images of restricted tdTomato expression in Emx1+/Nr4a2+ neurons in the claustrum (CLA) and endopiriform nucleus dorsal part (EPd) in the Emx1-IRES-Cre;Nr4a2-SA-IRES-Dre;Ai66(RCRL-tdT) mouse. (D) Direct neuronally-restricted reporter gene expression by targeting Cre-dependent reporter gene to the pan-neuronal Snap25 gene locus. TdTomato expression in cortex in both neuronal and non-neuronal cells of Nphp4-2A-CreERT2;Ai14 and Trib2-2A-CreERT2;Ai14 mice (left panels) compared with neuronally-specific EGFP expression in Nphp4-2A-CreERT2;Snap25-LSL-2A-GFP and Trib2-2A-CreERT2;Snap25-LSL-2A-GFP mice (right panels). SSp, primary somatosensory cortex. VIsP, primary visual cortex. (See also Figures S1-S4.)
Figure 2.
Cre and tTA dependent intersectional strategy at the TIGRE locus produces tightly regulated and high-level expression. (A) Schematic diagram of intersectional control by Cre and tTA, driven by different promoters (P1 or P2), on a double reporter line based in the TIGRE locus, Ai62(TITL-tdT). (B) Comparison of tdTomato fluorescence in 4 transgenic mouse lines carrying either Ai14 or Ai62 reporter alleles. (C) No detectable tdTomato expression in the Cre+/tTA- control Nr5a1-Cre;Ai62(TITL-tdT), or in Cre-/tTA+ controls ROSA:LN:ta;Ai62(TITL-tdT) and ROSA26-ZtTA;Ai62(TITL-tdT). Very weak tdTomato fluorescence was seen in the barrel cortex and hippocampus of Camk2a-tTA;Ai62(TITL-tdT) control mice (Cre-/tTA+). (D) Poor tdTomato expression in similar triple Tg mice with a TIGRE reporter (TTL-tdT) that lacks chromatin insulators (compare to B). Right, a higher-magnification confocal image of somatosensory cortex shows that the sparsely labeled cells are layer 4 neurons. For B-D, exposure time for each epifluorescence image is shown for comparison. (See also Figures S4-S6.)
Figure 3.

TIGRE reporter lines have higher-level transgene expression than Rosa reporter lines in multiple direct comparisons. Native fluorescence in each pair of lines was compared by confocal microscopy using identical imaging parameters. All images were taken under a 10× objective using 10% laser power, and the PMT gain (in voltage) is indicated on each image. Mouse names are shown above each set of images taken from the same mouse. Comparisons are shown for (A) GCaMP6f, (B) GCaMP6s, (C) VSFP-Butterfly 1.2, (D) Jaws-GFP-ER2, and (E) iGluSnFR. Ai57(RCL-Jaws) was created by crossing Ai57(RCFL-Jaws) with a Flp-deleter mouse, FLPeR, to delete the FSF cassette. (See also Figure S1.)
Figure 4.
Strong transgene expression in all TIGRE-based reporter lines, driven by a variety of Cre lines combined with Camk2a-tTA or ROSA26-ZtTA. Confocal images of native fluorescence are shown. All images were taken under a 10× or 20× objective using 10% laser power, and the PMT gain (in voltage) is indicated on each image for comparison. (A) Very bright cytoplasmic GFP labeling of cortical layer 4 neurons in Nr5a1-Cre;Camk2a-tTA;Ai82(TITL-GFP) mouse. (B) Bright membrane VSFP-Butterfly 1.2 labeling of cortical layer 2/3 neurons in Rasgrf2-2A-dCre;Camk2a-tTA;Ai78(TITL-VSFPB) mouse. (C) Very
bright cytoplasmic YCX2.60 labeling of interneurons in Gad2-IRES-Cre;ROSA26-ZtTA;Ai92(TITL-YCX2.60) mouse, and of cortical layer 2/3 neurons in Rasgrf2-2A-dCre;Camk2a-tTA;Ai92(TITL-YCX2.60) mouse. (D) Bright cytoplasmic GCaMP6f labeling of cortical layer 4 neurons in Nr5a1-Cre;Camk2a-tTA;Ai93(TITL-GCaMP6f) mouse, and of cortical layer 2/3 neurons in Rasgrf2-2A-dCre;Camk2a-tTA;Ai93(TITL-GCaMP6f) mouse. (E) Bright cytoplasmic GCaMP6s labeling of cortical layer 4 neurons in Nr5a1-Cre;Camk2a-tTA;Ai94(TITL-GCaMP6s) mouse. (F) Bright membrane Jaws-GFP-ER2 labeling of cortical layer 4 neurons in Nr5a1-Cre;Rosa26-ZtTA;Ai79(TITL-Jaws) mouse. (G) Comparison of young and old Ai93 mice shows no or little nuclear invasion of transgene proteins with time. The ages (postnatal days) at which the mice were sacrificed are shown. (See also Figure S7.)
Figure 5.
Wide-field imaging of sensory cortices of Ai78 mice expressing VSFP-Butterfly 1.2 in cortical layer 2/3 excitatory neurons. (A) Diagram showing mouse cortical regions observed at an angle of 30° laterally with a vertical optical axis. Adopted and modified from (Kirkcaldie, 2012). The rectangle shows the approximate extent of our imaging area. (B) Fluorescence of mCitrine imaged through the thinned skull. (C) Maps of VSFP signals (acceptor-donor ratio) to auditory (red), somatosensory (green), and visual (blue) stimuli. Sensory regions are mapped as 4 Hz amplitude in response to 4 Hz train of tones, 4 Hz train
of air puffs directed to whole whisker field, and 2 Hz flickering visual stimulus. Response amplitude was divided for each modality by amplitude measured in the absence of stimulation. The three maps came from experiments performed on different days, and the resulting maps were aligned based on the blood vessel pattern. Overlaid contour lines show the outlines of visual cortex, barrel cortex, and auditory cortex. (D) Amplitude maps for 4 Hz responses to bars reversing in contrast at 2 Hz, presented at different horizontal positions (azimuths). (E) The resulting maps of azimuth preference (retinotopy). (F-G) Same as D and E for stimulus elevation (vertical position). (H) Amplitude maps for 6 Hz responses to tones in 6 Hz trains, for different tone frequencies. (I) The resulting maps of tone frequency preference (tonotopy). (J-R) Unisensory and multisensory signals in visual cortex (J-L), barrel cortex (M-O) and auditory cortex (P-R). Stimuli were contrast-reversing visual gratings (J, M, P), air puffs delivered to the whiskers (K, N, Q), and (sham) air puffs delivered away from the whiskers to replicate the sound but not the somatosensory stimulation (L, O, R). ΔR/R is calculated after normalization using data during the prestimulus period, and high-pass filtering above 0.5 Hz. (See also Figure S8.)
**Figure 6.**

*In vivo* two-photon imaging of calcium signals in GCaMP6f reporter mice. (A-C) Calcium imaging in cortical layer 4 of Scnn1a-Tg3-Cre;Camk2a-tTA;Ai93(TITL-GCaMP6f) mice. (A) Images of baseline fluorescence with a single active cell (upper panel) and Z projection (time series) of the same field of view showing all active cells (lower panel). (B) Raw traces of 5 example neurons imaged during stimulus presentation. Upper panel shows the duration of the entire experiment. Lower panel shows the same 5 cells over a shorter time scale. The bottom cell trace is the cell analyzed for tuning properties shown in C. (C) Visually evoked responses.
responses of an example cell. Top, Peri-Stimulus-Time-Histogram (PSTH) of the cell’s response at each stimulus orientation at optimal SF and TF. Colored lines represent individual trials and the black line represents the mean. Bottom left, mean response at each SF (averaged over all TFs) as a function of orientation. Bottom right, mean response at each TF (averaged over all SFs) as a function of orientation. (D-F) Comparison of Emx1-IRES-Cre;Ai95(RCL-GCaMP6f) and Emx1-IRES-Cre;Camk2a-tTA;Ai93(TITL-GCaMP6f) mice at two imaging depths, 120 μm and 300 μm below the pia, corresponding to cortical layers 2/3 and 4 respectively. (D) Z projection of 2-photon acquisition frames 120 μm (left) and 300 μm (right) below the pia of Ai95 mice. Raw traces of neural activity during ~10 minutes of visual stimulus presentation for 5 representative cells are shown below each image panel. (E) Same as D for Ai93 mice. (F) Mean number of cells from which activity could be observed during a 10-min imaging period at 120 μm and 300 μm depths within a 250 × 150 μm imaging area. All values represent mean ± SEM. (See also Movies S1-S4).
Figure 7.
Calcium measurements with yellow cameleon YCX2.60. (A) Responses in individual HeLa cells to ionomycin applied to saturate yellow cameleons (YCs) with calcium (n = 5), and to BAPTA-AM applied to deplete YCs of calcium (n = 4). The dynamic range of YCX2.60 is twice as large as that of YC2.60 (Rmax/Rmin = 6.20 vs 3.17). The apparent dissociation constants of YC2.60 and YCX2.60 for calcium were calculated as 80 nM and 220 nM, respectively (Y.N. and A.M., unpublished results). (B-D) *In vivo* two-photon imaging of calcium signals in Rasgrf2-2A-dCre;Camk2a-tTA;Ai92(TITL-YCX2.60) mice. (B)
Visualization of the uniform expression in layer 2/3 at 190-μm depth within the cranial window one week after TMP induction (field of view size 1.7 × 1.7 mm). Note the shadows from surface blood vessels. The image on the right is a magnified view of the boxed area in the left image, showing neuronal somata labeled with YCX2.60. (C) Representative 60-s example of spontaneous activity in the neuron marked with an arrow. Raw, unfiltered calcium transients are expressed once as YFP:CFP ratio R, which in principle can be calibrated in terms of absolute calcium concentration, or as relative percentage change of the ratio R (ΔR/R). The expanded view of the trace segment in the box highlights fast calcium transients presumably evoked by few or single action potentials. (D) Evoked activity in two example neurons following whisker stimulation. The principal whisker was repeatedly stimulated at 10 Hz for 2 seconds (onsets indicated with dashed lines). YCX2.60 AR/R traces are shown for two example layer 2/3 neuron for three trials, each comprising five stimulation periods. Note responses at stimulus onset, during stimulation, and at stimulus offset as well as spontaneous activity in between. Large calcium transients likely correspond to bursts of action potentials whereas small-amplitude transients may reflect occurrence of only few or single action potentials.
Figure 8.
Optogenetic inhibition of neural activity in reporter lines expressing Jaws. (A) Representative current-clamp recording of a Jaws-expressing neuron from Ai79 undergoing optically evoked (632 nm, 5 mW/mm$^2$) hyperpolarization in an acute cortical slice. (B) Comparison of red light induced inhibition of electrically evoked spiking in slices from Ai79 and Ai57 mice. Spiking was induced by a current injection of 1.5× the rheobase. (C) Comparison of red light induced hyperpolarization in slices from Ai79 and Ai57 mice. (D) Comparison of red or green light (632 or 530 nm, 5 mW/mm$^2$) induced photocurrents in slices from Ai79, Ai57, Ai35 and AAV-Jaws virus injected mice. (E) Comparison of light induced photocurrents in slices from Ai79, Ai57, Ai35 and AAV-Jaws virus injected mice across different light intensities for red or green light. (F-G) Representative extracellular
recordings (F) in awake Ai79 mice demonstrate the in vivo inhibition of spontaneous firing activities (G) of Jaws-expressing neurons. (H) Comparison of in vivo inhibition of spontaneous firing activities over a range of red light intensities between Ai79 and AAV-Jaws injected mice. All values represent mean ± SEM. ** p < 0.01, n.s. not significant. (See also Figure S9.)
## Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Knock-in locus</th>
<th>Promoter used</th>
<th>Expression control</th>
<th>Gene expressed</th>
<th>Function</th>
<th>JAX Stock #</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ai65(RCFL-tdT)</td>
<td>Rosa26</td>
<td>CAG</td>
<td>Cre and Flp dependent</td>
<td>tdTomato</td>
<td>Fluorescent labeling</td>
<td>021875</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ai66(RCRL-tdT)</td>
<td>Rosa26</td>
<td>CAG</td>
<td>Cre and Dre dependent</td>
<td>tdTomato</td>
<td>Fluorescent labeling</td>
<td>021876</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ai57(RCFL-Jaws)</td>
<td>Rosa26</td>
<td>CAG</td>
<td>Cre and Flp dependent</td>
<td>Jaws-GFP-ER2</td>
<td>Optogenetic silencer</td>
<td>(not deposited)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ai72(RCL-VSFPB)</td>
<td>Rosa26</td>
<td>CAG</td>
<td>Cre dependent</td>
<td>VSFP-Butterfly 1.2</td>
<td>Voltage indicator</td>
<td>(not deposited)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ai87(RCL-iGluSnFR)</td>
<td>Rosa26</td>
<td>CAG</td>
<td>Cre dependent</td>
<td>iGluSnFR</td>
<td>Glutamate indicator</td>
<td>(not deposited)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ai95(RCL-GCaMP6f)</td>
<td>Rosa26</td>
<td>CAG</td>
<td>Cre dependent</td>
<td>GCaMP6f</td>
<td>Calcium indicator</td>
<td>024105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ai96(RCL-GCaMP6s)</td>
<td>Rosa26</td>
<td>CAG</td>
<td>Cre dependent</td>
<td>GCaMP6s</td>
<td>Calcium indicator</td>
<td>024106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ai62(TITL-tdT)</td>
<td>TIGRE</td>
<td>TRE</td>
<td>Cre and tTA dependent</td>
<td>tdTomato</td>
<td>Fluorescent labeling</td>
<td>022731</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ai82(TITL-GFP)</td>
<td>TIGRE</td>
<td>TRE</td>
<td>Cre and tTA dependent</td>
<td>EGFP</td>
<td>Fluorescent labeling</td>
<td>023532</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ai79(TITL-Jaws)</td>
<td>TIGRE</td>
<td>TRE</td>
<td>Cre and tTA dependent</td>
<td>Jaws-GFP-ER2</td>
<td>Optogenetic silencer</td>
<td>023529</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ai93(TITL-GCaMP6f)</td>
<td>TIGRE</td>
<td>TRE</td>
<td>Cre and tTA dependent</td>
<td>GCaMP6f</td>
<td>Calcium indicator</td>
<td>024103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ai94(TITL-GCaMP6s)</td>
<td>TIGRE</td>
<td>TRE</td>
<td>Cre and tTA dependent</td>
<td>GCaMP6s</td>
<td>Calcium indicator</td>
<td>024104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ai92(TITL-YCX2.60)</td>
<td>TIGRE</td>
<td>TRE</td>
<td>Cre and tTA dependent</td>
<td>YCX2.60</td>
<td>Calcium indicator</td>
<td>In process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ai78(TITL-VSFPB)</td>
<td>TIGRE</td>
<td>TRE</td>
<td>Cre and tTA dependent</td>
<td>VSFP-Butterfly 1.2</td>
<td>Voltage indicator</td>
<td>023528</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ai85(TITL-iGluSnFR)</td>
<td>TIGRE</td>
<td>TRE</td>
<td>Cre and tTA dependent</td>
<td>iGluSnFR</td>
<td>Glutamate indicator</td>
<td>In process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Snap25-LSL-2A-GFP</td>
<td>Snap25</td>
<td>Snap25</td>
<td>Pan-neuronal promoter, Cre</td>
<td>EGFP</td>
<td>Fluorescent labeling</td>
<td>021879</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Snap25-2A-GaMP6s</td>
<td>Snap25</td>
<td>Snap25</td>
<td>Pan-neuronal promoter</td>
<td>GCaMP6s</td>
<td>Calcium indicator</td>
<td>025111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pvalb-2A-Flpe</td>
<td>Pvalb</td>
<td>Pvalb</td>
<td>Driver line</td>
<td>Enhanced Flp</td>
<td>Recombination</td>
<td>021191</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pvalb-2A-Flpo</td>
<td>Pvalb</td>
<td>Pvalb</td>
<td>Driver line</td>
<td>Mammalianized Flp</td>
<td>Recombination</td>
<td>022730</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pvalb-2A-Dre</td>
<td>Pvalb</td>
<td>Pvalb</td>
<td>Driver line</td>
<td>Mammalianized Dre</td>
<td>Recombination</td>
<td>021190</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nr4a2-SA-IRES-Dre</td>
<td>Nr4a2</td>
<td>Nr4a2</td>
<td>Driver line</td>
<td>Mammalianized Dre</td>
<td>Recombination</td>
<td>(not deposited)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name(^a)</td>
<td>Knock-in locus</td>
<td>Promoter used</td>
<td>Expression control</td>
<td>Gene expressed</td>
<td>Function</td>
<td>JAX Stock #</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>--------------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AAV pmSyn1-EBFP-Cre-bGHpA</td>
<td>Mouse Syn1</td>
<td>Driver</td>
<td>EBFP-Cre</td>
<td>Recombination</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AAV phSyn1-Dre-bGHpA</td>
<td>Human Syn1</td>
<td>Driver</td>
<td>Mammalianized Dre</td>
<td>Recombination</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AAV phSyn1-Flpo-bGHpA</td>
<td>Human Syn1</td>
<td>Driver</td>
<td>Mammalianized Flp</td>
<td>Recombination</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AAV phSyn1-Flpe-bGHpA</td>
<td>Human Syn1</td>
<td>Driver</td>
<td>Enhanced Flp</td>
<td>Recombination</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AAV phSyn1-FSF-FLEX-ChR2(H134R)-EYFP-WPRE-bGHpA</td>
<td>Human Syn1</td>
<td>Cre and Flp dependent</td>
<td>ChR2(H134R)-EYFP</td>
<td>Optogenetic activator</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AAV phSyn1-RSR-FLEX-ChR2(H134R)-EYFP-WPRE-bGHpA</td>
<td>Human Syn1</td>
<td>Cre and Dre dependent</td>
<td>ChR2(H134R)-EYFP</td>
<td>Optogenetic activator</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AAV pCAG-FSF-FLEX-EGFP-WPRE-bGHpA</td>
<td>CAG</td>
<td>Cre and Flp dependent</td>
<td>EGFP</td>
<td>Fluorescent labeling</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AAV pCAG-FLEX2-tTA2-WPRE-bGHpA</td>
<td>CAG</td>
<td>Cre dependent driver</td>
<td>tTA2</td>
<td>Transcriptional activation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AAV pTRE-FLEX-EGFP-WPRE-bGHpA</td>
<td>TRE</td>
<td>Cre and tTA dependent</td>
<td>EGFP</td>
<td>Fluorescent labeling</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AAV pTRE-FSF-FLEX-EGFP-WPRE-bGHpA</td>
<td>TRE</td>
<td>Cre, Flp and tTA dependent</td>
<td>EGFP</td>
<td>Fluorescent labeling</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>